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ABSTRACT

We are interested in the intrinsic difficulty (or complexity) of computing an approximate
solution of the linear operator equation Lu

= f.

Practical examples of such problems

include the cases where L is a known partial differential or integral operator. Problems of
the form Lu
about
of

f

f

=f

are typically solved under the constraint that only partial information

is available, such as the values of a finite number of inner products, or the values

at a finite number of points. It is of interest to determine when algorithms which are

in wide use are optimal algorithms, i.e., algorithms which produce an approximation with
minimal cost. \eVe are especially interested in determining conditions which are necessary
and sufficient for the finite element method (FEM) to be optimal. For the cases of elliptic
partial differential equations and of Fredholm integral equations of the second kind, we
describe such a condition, in the form of an inequality involving the order of the problem
and the degree of the finite element subspace. Suppose this inequality is violated; is the
non-optimality of the FEM inherent in, the information used by the FEM, or is it because
the FEM uses this information in a non-optimal manner? The latter is the case; there"
always exists an algorithm using this information which is optimal. We also discuss the
situation in which the information used by the finite element method (which consists of
inner products) is not available. Suppose that the only admissible information about
consists of evaluations of

f.

f

In the case of the Fredholm problem" of the second kind, this

information is optimal; moreover, a finite element method in which the inner products are
approximated by quadrature rules is an optimal algorithm. However there exist elliptic
problems of positive order for which this new information is non-optimal.

.

I")

1. AN OVERVIEW

Information-based complexity (as described in Traub et o.l. [1980]' Traub et al. (1983],
and Traub et al. [1984]) is a new approach to the synthesis and analysis of algorithms. This
approach has been designed especially for problems which cannot be solved exactly with
finite cost. This includes many of the important problems of applied mathematics, such
as ordinary differential equations, partial differential equations, and integral equations.
A rich source of such problems is the approximate solution of linear operator equations.
We are given a known linear transformation L of function spaces; we wish to find, for
some

I,

an t:-approximation to the solution u of the problem Lu =

t:- approximation, we mean an element u( such that 1/ u - u( II

<

L

I.

Here, by an

Furthermore, this t:-

approximation is to be found with minimal cost. In order to precisely define cost, we will
need a model of computation; this will be specified later. Hence our goal is to find

°

(i) the t:-complexily COMP(t:)' which is defined to be the minimal cost of finding an
t:-approximation, and
(ii) an optimal algon'lhm

tp(,

that

IS,

an algorithm which produces an t:-approximation

and whose cost is COMP(t:).
In order to'do this, we must know something about
about

I

is called the information

number of linear functionals of

I.

NI.

As a rule,

I will

NI

The knowledge that we have

Most often, this information

For example, if

I

NI consists of a

finite

belongs to a Hilbert space, then

might consist of a finite number of inner products of
continuous functions, then

I.

I,

while if

I

belongs to a space of

might consist of a finite number of evaluations of

belong to an infinite-dimensional space, since

I

NI

I.

will typically be defined

on a region containing an uncountable number of points. But the information which is
known about each

nOght-hand side
set

I.

{Xl, •.• , Xn }

I

is finite. Hence, the information

NI

does not uniquely determine the

(For instance, if the information consists of the values of
of points, then for each

I

I

at a finite

there will be an infinite class of functions

3

f

such that j(x,)

= f(xi)

for 1 ~ i ~ n.) Since there are many

f

which yield the same

information, we say that the information N is partial. The lack of injectivity in N allows
one to find a (sharp) lower bound r(N) 9n the error of algorithms using N. (For reasons of
geometry, r{N) is called the radius of information; see Chapter 1 of Traub et al. [19801.)
This implies that one can find an (-approximation iff

r(N)

< Eo

It is desirable to find an algorithm !PN using N whose error equals r(N). This means that
!PH has minimal error among all algorithms using N. Moreover, one can often determine

optimal information for each n, i.e., information

N~

involving n linear functionals such

that r( N~) equals the n.th minimal radiU3 of information r( n) (i.e., the minimal value of

r(N) over all N consisting of n linear functionals). Since

N~

is nth optimal information,

we see that the algorithm !PN·. (which has minimal error among all algorithms using the
information

N~)

has minimal error among all algorithms using information involving N

linear functionals.
As promised above, we now define an abstract model of computation. We proceed in
two steps.

Our first step is to assume that we are given a class of linear functionals

such that any functional in that class is computable. (This is sometimes called an oracle

model of computation.) For example, if the function space to which

I

belongs is a Hilbert

space, we might choose the class of linear functionals to be inner products. If the function
space is a space o( continuous (unctions over some fixed domain, we might choose (unction
evaluations as our class of linear functionals.
Furthermore, we assume that the cost of evaluating a linear functional is fixed. This
assumption is made only (or the sake of simplicity. It can also be justified by the following
example. Suppose we have a procedure for computing the value of a function at a point;
then the assumption of fixed cost essentially means that we charge for the number of times
the procedure is invoked. The cost of evaluating a linear functional will be denoted by c
throughout this paper.
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Note that we can now determine the minimal number of linear functionals needed to
find an i-approximation. Since r(n) measures the nth minimal radius of information, the
answer is given by

m(i)

= inf{ n: r(n)

< i}.

Note that· this gives a lower bound on the i-complexity of the problem, namely that
COMP(i)

~

c m(i) .

(1.1 )

This lower bound is an intrinsic property of the problem. For example, if we find that

m(i) is unacceptably large, then we cannot find an i-approximation with a cost that we
are willing to pay.
Our second step in defining the model of computation deals with the cost of combining
information. Suppose we have found information N(, consisting of m(£) linear functionals,
which is strong enough to compute an i-approximation. Let
equals r(N(), i.e., the error of 1p( is less than

1p(

be an algorithm whose error

How hard is it to implement this algorithm?

£.

The answer clearly depends on the form of 1p(. In many cases, we can (fortunately) prove
that

1p(

is linear, i.e., a linear combination of the functionals making up the information.

More precisely, suppose that the optimal information is of the form

for n

= m(£) .

Then there exist functions 91, ... , 9n such that
n

1p((NJ)

= L,\] (f) 9) .
]=1

Since the functions 91," . , 9n are independent of

I,

they may be precomputed in advance.

If we agree to do this precomputation, then the evaluation of

1p( (N(f)

at a point requires

at most n scalar multiplications and n - 1 scalar additions. Hence, the total cost of using

<Pc to find an i-approximation is at most

(c + 2) m(i) - 1.
5-

( 1.2)

Comparing this result with (1.1), we see that 'P( is optimal to within a constant additive
factor. Furthermore, since c ~ 1 in all practical situations (i.e., evaluation of a linear
functional is much harder than an arithmetic operation), the €-complexity COMP(€) is
essentially equal to c m(€) and is achieved by the algorithm 'P(.
Although this information-based approach is appealing, there are at least two reasons
why it may be less popular t.han one might exped. First of all, it can be difficult to
determine optimal algorithms and information for specific problems. Furthermore, even
in situations where optimal algorithms and information can be determined, they must
compete with other techniques which have been used for a long time. This is despite the
fact that the criteria by which these methods were selected may ha....e been ad hoc, having
nothing to do with the (perhaps) more basic goal of finding an algorithm which solves the
problem to within the desired error and which has minimal cost.
For this reason, it is especially gratirying to find that a "standard" algorithm is opti- .
mal. When this happens, we· are not faced with the problem of trying to apply a general
technique for constructing an optimal algorithm to a situation in which the calculations
involved in constructing this algorithm may be expensive. In addition, since a standard
technique is now shown to be nearly optimal, we do not have to overcome a user's natural
resistance to abandoning a tried and true method for a novel one.
However, we should point out that classical algorithms are not always optimal.

For

example. it has been snown that Gauss quadrature is not an optimal algorithm for integrating certain families of analytic functions.

Moreover, the penalty for using Gauss

quadrature instead of the optimal algorithm for t-approximation is unbounded as t -

O.

(See Kowalski et al. [19831 for details.)
In this paper, we will restrict our attention to regularly elliptic partial differential equations and to the Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. The finite element method
(FEM) is a very popular algorithm for such problems (see Babuska et al. [I9i::!] , Ciarlet [1976], and Oden et al. [19i6]). The finite element information (FEI) used by the FE~{
6

consists of inner products (I,

8d, ... , (I, 8 n ),

where

{81,.·., 8 n }

is a basis for a piecewise

=f

discussed in this paper,

polynomial space of degree k. For each of the problems Lu

we give a simple condition which is necessary and sufficient for the FEM to be an almostoptimal algorithm. This condition depends on the degree k of the finite element subspaces
being used and the smoothness r of the right-hand side f. (More precisely, we assume that
an a priori bound is known for the Sobolev r-norm of f.)
We find that the i-complexity of an elliptic problem of 2mth order is
as

i-a,

and the FEM is optimal for this problem iff

k

~

2m - 1 + r.

The i-complexity of a Fredholm int.egral equation of the second kind is
as

i-a,

and the FEM is optimal iff
k~r-l.

For the elliptie PDE, we see that the i-complexity goes to infinity very quickly (as
to zero) if r is close to

-mj

i

goes

for the Fredholm integral equation, this happens is r is close

to zero. This behavior is intrinsic to the problem, and there is nothing that can be done
about it.
Next, suppose the condition for optimality is violated. Is the non-optimality of the FE:\{
inherent in the finite element information (FEI) it uses, or is it because the FE:\f uses
FEI in a non-optimal manner? We show that the latter is the case; there always exists an
algorithm using FEI (called the spline algorithm) which is optimal.
Of course, in order for the finite element method described above to be defined, one must
be able to exactly calculate the inner products comprising the finite element information.
7

This means that for any

I,

the exact va.lues of inner products of

I

with certain piecewise

polynomials must be available. This is often an unrealistic assumption. It is usually more
reasonable to assume that any

I can be evaluated at a.ny point in its domain ..If this is

the case, one can define a finite element method with quadrature (FEMQf using roughly as
many function evaluations as the FEM uses inner products, where the integrals

appearin~

in the FEM are approximated by a quadrature rule. It is then reasonable to ask when the
FEMQ is optimal. It turns out that the FEMQ is optimal for the Fredholm problem of
the second kind iff

k
that is, the

FE~iQ

~ r - 1;

is optimal for the Fredholm problem precisely when the

for this problem. However, the

FE~fQ

FE~i

is optimal

is not optimal for all elliptic problems of positive

order. For instance, in the case of a second-order elliptic problem in one dimension, one can
show that the €-complexity increases from 6(c 1/(,.+1») to 6(c 1/,.) if the only information
allowed consists of evaluation of functions at a point. Hence, the FEMQ is non-optimal
for such problems precisely because it uses non-optimal information.
We now outline the structure of this paper. In Section 2, we consider the case of a
two-point boundary-value problem. Although this is a very simple example, it does allow
us to illustrate the key points mentioned above. In Section 3, we describe the results for
the case of an elliptic partial differential equation. In Section 4, we discuss the situation
of a Fredholm problem of the second kind. Finally, in Section 5, we briefly describe some
open problems and discuss directions for future research.

8

2. A Two- POINT BOUNDARY VALUE

PRODLE~

To give the reader the flavor of our results, it will be helpful to look at a model problem.
On the one hand, the description of this problem does not require a great deal of technical
background; on the other hand; the results that have been obtained for this problem are
typical of those for more general elliptic problems. To this end, we consider the weak
solution u of the two-point boundary value problem

_u" (x)

+ u(x) = !(x)
u'(O)

for 0

<x<

I,
(2.1 )

= u'(l) = o.

In order to explain what is meant by a weak solution, we have to use some standard
terminology about Sobolev spaces. Let I = [0,

1]. For any non-negative integer I, we define

the Sobolev I-inner product (., ·)1 and the Sobolev I-norm 11·111 by

and
1

IIvlll = ~ ='

{;,

1

(v(i)(r))' dr,

(2.3)

respectively. (When I = 0, it is customary to omit the zero subscript.) Then the Sobolev
space HI (I) is defined to be the closure in ~ (I) of the set of all Ceo (I) functions whose
Sobolev I-norm is finite. (Note that H°(I)

= Lz(I).)

When I is a negative integer, the

Sobolev I-norm is defined by duality, i.e.,

I(v, w)1
sup
II v II 1 = wECgo(I)
Ilwll-1

(2.4)

(with 0/0=0). \Vhen I is not an integer, there is a technique known as "'Hilbert space
interpolation" which may be used to define the Sobolev I-norm; see Butzer et al. [19671.
We are now ready to describe the weak form of the problem (2.1). Define a bilinear form

B on HI (1) by
B(v, w) =

1

(v'(x)w'(x)

+ v(x)w(x)) dx
9

(2.5)

Then we seek an element

U

E HI (I) such that

B(u, v) =

t') = 11t'III, one can

Since B(v.

U, v)

'VvE Hl(J).

(2.6)

use the Lax-~filgram Lemma of functional analysis (see e.g ..

Schechter [1971]) to see that for any
that (2.6) holds; we write u =

SI

f

E H-1(1). there exists a unique u E Hl(1) "such

to indicate this fact. Using an integration by parts, it

is easy to see that any solution u of (2.1) is also the solution of (2.6); moreover, if the
solution of (2.6) is sufficiently smooth, it is also a solution of (2.1).
As indicated in Section 1, we only know (for each f) information consisting of the values
of a finite number of linear functionals at

I.

It is often assumed that this information is

of the form
{2.7}

Here, { 81, ..• ,.!n } is a basis for a finite element 6ub.!pace Sn of HI (I) having dimension n
and degree k. That is, w~ subdivide the interval J into equal subintervals. Then Sn consists
of the space of continuous functions which, when restricted to each of these subintervals,
are polynomials of degree k. Such functions are called 6piine.!, and Sn is sometimes called
a 6pline 6pace. (See e.g., Schultz [19731.)
Assuming this information Nn is available, we can now define an algorithm for approximating the weak solution

SI

each n, this approximation

Un

of the boundary-value problem with right-hand side

J.

For

has the form
n

Un

(x) =

L

0] 8]

(X),

(2.8)

]=1

the coefficients

OJ, ••• , On

being chosen so that

(1 :5 i:5 n).
Note that
writing

Un

Un

depends on

I

(2.9)

only through the information N n . We indicate this fact by

= 'PnU.fnf). The algorithm 'Pn is referred to as the fin:'te element method
10

(FEM) defined by Sn. Clearly, the FEM is an algorithm which uses the finite element
information (FEI) given by (2.i).

Why should one use the finite element method? The FEM has a long and noble history,
with roots stretching back to Galerkin [1915] and Courant [1943]. Moreover, the FEM is
easily implemented. The formulation (2.9) may be expressed as the solution of an n x n
linear system. The coefficient matrix of this system is. banded, with a bandwidth that is
independent of n (although it does depend on k). Hence, the coefficients of (2.8) may be
found in time which is proportional to n.
However, the FEM was derived by an ad hoc criterion (i.e., the projection of the weak
solution into a spline space). Our basic goal is to find (-approximations as cheaply as
possible. What does the one have to do with the other?
To answer this question, we must decide how to measure the error of the FEM. In order
to do this, we recall two results for the FEM. As above, we write
soluti9n and

Un

tJ

= Sf for

the actual

= tpn (Nnf) for the approximate solution produced by the FEM using Sn.

The first result is that the FEM gives a best approximation in Sn. That is,
(2.10)
The second result is a bound on the HI (I)-error in approximating the solution. That is,
if u E Hr+2(I) for some r ~ -I, then there exists a positive constant C, depending only
on k and r, such that
(2.11)
where
JJ = min{ k, r

+ 1 }.

(2.1~)

This bound may be expressed in terms of j, rather than u, by using the "shift theorem,"
which states that if

IE

Hr(I), then u

= SI E

Hr+2(I); moreover, there exists a positive

constant C, depending only on r, such that
(2.13)
11

Then (2.11)-(2.13) yield that for any r

~

-1, there is a positive constant C such that for

every positive integer n,
(2.14)

The estimate {2.14} may be rephrased as follows. Let

F=

{f

r

E H (I) :

denote the unit ball of H"(I). The error

e{~n)

IIfll,.

~ 1}

(2.15)

of the finite element method is defined to

be
(2.16)
Then
(2.17)
We now ask whether this estimate is sharp, and whether we can find an algorithm using
finite element information which is better than the finite element method, in the sense of
having smaller error. Here, ';He define the error of an arbitrary algorithm ~ using N n by
(2.16), except that now

~n

is replaced by
e{~, N n )

~;

that is,

= sup IISf -

~{Nnf)1I1 .

(2.18)

/EF

Recall (from Section 1) that the radius of information
(2.19)
denotes the minimal error over all algorithms using the finite element information .'In. We
then have the following result from Werschulz [1982b]:
THEOREM 2. 1 .

'"

(i) The error of the FEM is given by
as n 12

00,

+ 1 }.

where JJ = min{ k, r

(ii) The radius of FE! is gi ....en by
as n REMARK 2.1. \Ve briefly describe a. linear algorithm
e(cp~,

mation N n such that

cp~

00.

I

using the finite element infor-

N n ) = r(Nn }, i.e., having minimal error among all algorithms

using FEI. Let S8: HI (l) - Hr(l) denote the Hilbert space adjoint of S, i.e.,

Recal1ing that

Si

is the ith basis function for Sn, we let

(1 5: j 5: n).
n

u~ (x) =

L 0iti(x) ,
;=1

where the coefficients

O}, ..• , On

are chosen so that

(l5:i5:n).
Since

u~

cp~ (Nnf).

depends on

f

only through the finite element information Nn , we write

The algorithm

cp~

u~

=

is called the spline algon·thm using N n . From the results

of Chapter 4 of Traub et al. [1980]' this spline algorithm cp~ has minimal error among all
algorithms using N n . •
Hence, we conclude from Theorem 2.1 that the FEM makes (almost) optimal use of
its

i~formation

iff k

~

r

+ 1,

Le., we have a condition which is necessary and sufficient

to insure. that the FEM is the best method using FE!. We now ask whether there is any
information which is better than finite element information. Recalling that r(n) measures
the nth minimal radius of information, this question is answered by the following result
(see Werschulz [1982aJ and Werschulz [I982bJ for details):
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THEOREM

_....

t')

t')

The nth minimal radius of information is given by
as n -

00.

I

Hence we see that finite element information always yields the smallest possible error.
Of course, all of the previous discussion is based on the assumption that finite element
That is, we have assumed that the inner products (1,8,) =

in!ormation is available.

II I(X)8, (x) dx (for 1 ~ i

~

n) can be calculated for any

1 e F.

This is often an unrealistic

assumption. It is often more reasonable to assume that I(x) can be evaluated for any 1
and at any x

e [0, IJ.

eF

Of course, this assumption itself is built on the more basic assumption·

that f(x) is defined for any

1E F

and any point x E,IO, I). By the Sobolev imbedding

theorem (Adams [1975]) and the fact that the class F of aU right-hand sides

1 is

the unit

ball of Hr(l), we must now assume that
1

r> -

(2.20)

2'

sjnce otherwise
f(x} will not be defined for
.
. every.

1 and. x..

U we allow the evaluation of any right-hand side at any point in its domain, one can
then approximate the integrals required by the FEM via a quadrature rule. We describe
such a finite element method with quadrature based on the spline space Sn described
above. Recall that the interval I has been subdivided into equal subintervals II"", II.
On each subinterval I j , let

and

XI,j,oo.,Xk,j

wI,i, •.• ,Wk,i

respectively denote the nodes

and weights of a Gauss quadrature rule, so that

J

k

w(x) dx

~L

Ii

(2.21)

Wi,;W(x"j),

'=1

with equality if w is polynomial of degree 2k - 1. We now re-write the set of nodes as
{XI,oo.,X n }
Wj

(with 0

< Xl < ... < Xn < 1)

and the set of weights as

being the weight corresponding to the node

Ai approximating the inner product (',

sd

Xj.

n }, with

{Wl,."'W

For each i, define the linear functional

by

n

A,(I) =

L w]f(x} )s, (x;) .
]=1

14

{2.22}

Note that we can compute .Ad!), ... ,.An (1) from the standard information

(2.23)

(The information

Nn

is called "standard" information, because it is more usual to assume

that we can evaluate a function at a point than it is to assume that we can evaluate more
general linear functionals, such as inner products with finite element basis functions.)
We are now able to define an algorithm, using the standard information N n , for approximating the weak solution Sf of the boundary-value problem with right-hand side f. For
each n, this approximation Un has the form
n

un(x) =

L

(2.24)

Qj8j(X),

i=l

the coefficients Ql, ... ,Q n being chosen so that
(l~i~n).

(2.25 )

That is, we replace the integrals appearing in the definition of the FEM by quadratures.
Note that Un depends on
fact by writing

Un

=

f

only through the standard information

~n (Nn !).

The algorithm

~n

Nn •

We indicate this

is referred to as the finite dement

method with quadrature (FEMQ) defined by Sn.

How good is the FEMQ? For the sake of exposition, we restrict our attention to the case
where
k~r+l.

(2.26)

The results in Chapter 4.1 of Ciarlet [1976J may be used to see that there is a positive
constant C such that for every positive integer n,
(2.27)
15

That is, the error of the FEMQ satisfies

This estimate indicates that the FEMQ may be worse than the
spline space. That is, since k ~

FE~f

based on the same

r+ 1, the error of the FEM ise(n-(r+l»); this should

be compared to the O(n-r} estimate of the FEMQ's error given by (2.28).

Can this

degradation in error (when going from the FEM to the FEMQ) be avoided? The answer,
as found in Werschulz [1982aJ is "no." More precisely, let
(2.29)
denote the nth minimal radiU,3 of ~tandard information. That is, r(n) is the minimal error
among all algorithms using standard information consisting of function

ev~luations

at any

n points in the interval I. We then have
THEOREM 2.3. The nth minimal radius of standard information is,

r(n} = e(n-")

as n -

00.

I

This tells us that (2.28) is a sharp estimate of the error of the FEMQ. Moreover, although
the FEMQ is a linear algorithm, this result shows that it has almost minimal error among
all algorithms using standard information. Moreover, the loss when going from the FE1'{
to the FEMQ

i~

due to the fact that standard information is weaker than finite element

information; that is, the minimal error among all algorithms using standard information
is greater than the minimal error among all algorithms using FE!.
We now seek to translate these results concerning minimal error into results which say
when the FEM is (almost) an optimal algorithm; that is, we seek to determine when the
cost of using the FEM for £-approximation equals the problem complexity COMP(£} (at
least to within a constant ractor). In order to do this, we let
FE~{(£)

= inf{ cost(CPn) : CPn is a FEM using FEI N n such that e(CPn, Nn } < £}
16

(~.30)

denote the minimal cost of using the

FE~f

to compute an (-approximation. \Ve then have

the following rejult from Werschulz [1982b]:
THEOREM 2.4.

= 8((-1/(r+l)) as ( - O.
FEM(£) = 8((-1/1-1) as ( - 0, where J.l = min{ k, r + I}.

(i) COMP(().

(ii)

I

These results may be viewed in two different lights. If we take an optimistic viewpoint,
we see that the FEM is optimal (to within a constant) for all r satisfying r

~

k - 1. That

is, if we choose k large, then the FEM is nearly optimal for a wide range of r. Moreover,
the FEM itself does not depend on r. Such results are important, since it may be difficult
to determine the exact smoothness of a given right-hand side

f.

If we choose a pessimistic viewpoint, we can say that the FEM is not optimal whenever
we know that r

>

k - 1.

In this case, the spline algorithm

rp~

using finite element

information N n (with n sufficiently large) is an optimal algorithm for this problem. More
precisely, let
SPLINE(£) = inf{ cost(cp~) :cp~ is a spline algorithm using FEI Nn such that
(2.31 )

That is, SPLINE(£) is the minimal cost of finding an (-approximation with the spline
algorithm using FEI. Then Theorem 2.4 and the results of Section 1 yield that
SPLINE(£) = 8(COMP(()) = 8(l-I/(r+l))

as

£

-+

O.

(2.32)

Moreover, if we let denote the penalty for using the FEM (rather than an optimal :'llgorithm), we see that

as

£ -

0,

(2.33)

where

1
1
A=---k
r+ 1 '
17

(2.34)

so that
lim pen(f.)

(-0

= +00.

(2.35)

Hence, the asymptotic penalty for using the FEM instead of an optimal algorithm when k
is too small is unbounded.
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3. ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

In the previous sectioD, we discussed the situation of a simple two-point boundary value

problem. In this section, we desc ribe bow these results may be extended to general elliptic
problems in several dimensioDs. The results are all taken from Werschulz [1983J . The
Dolation used is the standard nolation for multi-indices aed for Sobolev spaces, inner
products , and norms, found in Ciarlet [1976]. As before, fractional- and negative-order
Soholev spaces are defined by Hilbert-space interpolation and duality, respectively.

Let n C JRN be a bounded, simp ly connected, Coo region. Define the uDif~rmly strongly
elliptic operator

L

Lv =

(-1)1 0 1DO(aopDPv),

lal,lttlSm
with real coefficients ao{J E CCO{O) such that aalJ ;;;; apa. In order to have appropriate
boundary conditions, let

Bit)

=

L

(O:5i:5m-l)

bia [Jh v

la!!:qj
where bia E Ceo (8n) are real-valued and

o :$ qo

:$ .. . :$

qm-l

:$ 2m - 1.

We assume that {Bi }~l is a normal family of operators which covers L on

an.

To make

the boundary-value problem be self-adjoint, we let

m' = min(j: q} ~ m) ,
and require that

{9, }~;-I U {2m - 1 - q, lj;,,!. = {O,., m - I}.

r

B buska et .1. [19721 .nd Chapter 5 of OdeD el .1. [19 761 for funher

(See Chapter 3 0 •
..
d illustrative ex.mples.)
de\\nltlons an
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We are interested in solving the elfiptic boundary-value problem :

for I E WIO), where r <! -m, find u: 0 - IR such th.t

Lu = f
BJu = 0

on

in 0

(3.1 )

ao

10:$ j :$

m - I).

Let
H£'IO)

= (v E HmIO) : B,v = 0

(0:$ j:$ m" -I)}

denote the space of Hm (O)·functions satisfying the essential boundary conditions.

We

define a symmetric, continuous bilinear form B on HE (0) by

B{v,w) =

J aa.DavD~w.

L

lol.IPI:S:rn n

We assume that B is weakly HE"(O)-c oercive (see pg. 310 of Oden ct al [1976J). Since

B is symmetric, this means that there exists a positive constant,., such tbat
for any nonzero v E

HE (0),

there exists Donzero w E

IB(v, wll <!

HE' (0) sucb that

,lIvll mII w II,;, .

We now define the van·ational boundary problem as follows. Let r

~ -m.

We wish to

solve the following problem:

for I E H'(O), find u = SI E H£'IO) such th.t
Blu, v) = (f, v) =

In Iv

'Iv E H£,(O).

(3.3)

From the Generalized Lax-Milgram Theorem (Theorem 5.2.1 of Babuska et al. j1972j).

s: H"{O)

-

H£,(O) is a well-defined bounded linear transformation.

As in the previous section , we assume that we know information consisting of the ''alues

of • finite number 01 linear lunction.1s 01 any right-hand side / .
assumed that this in (ormation is o( the (arm

N.I =

[(f'Sd]
(f,3.)
20

-

Once again, it is orleD

where {"I, .. . ,"n } is a basis for a finite dement .!ub.!pace Sn of HE (0) having dimension
n and degree k. We assume that the family { Sn }~=I of finite element subspaces is qua",unIform (pg. 272 of Oden et al. /1976]). Of course, sin ce the region 0 is Coo, we must make

an additional assumption about the boundary elements to guarantee that Sn E HE (0) in
the situation where (3.1) is not a Neumann problem. (For instance, we may use curved

elements as in Ciarlet et al. 119721.)
We now seek to approximate, for a right-hand side

I,

the solution

SI

of the problem

(3.1). This approximation Un will be found by requiring that Un E Sn (so that Un has the

form (2.8)) satisfy

B(u .. S;) =
Since Un depends on

I

If, S;)

(l~i~n) .

(3.5)

only through the information Nn/, we write Un::;:: "'n(Nnf). The

algorithm!pn is once again called the finite dement meth od (FEM) using the finite element

inlormation (FEI) N n wbicb is defined by Sn.
We may ·now ask whether or not the FEM is optimal for thi5 problem. In order to do
this, we must first decide how to measure the error. Following the ideas of the prl7v ious
section, let us measure the error of an algorithm rp using information N by

e(l', N) = sup liS! -I'(NJ)IJ,.

(3.6)

leF

Here, F is tbe unit ball of H'(n), i.e.,

F = (J E Win) : lilli, ~ I),

(3.7)

where r must be chosen so that
r~

(3.8)

-m.

Note that we are now measuring error in the So

tel\uire th.t

b I I
In what follows, we will
0 ev -norm.

k ~ 2m - I -I.

and

21

(3.9)

(S .. Remark 3.1 of Werschulz \l9B2bl for further discussion.)

Standard results (see Babuska et al.

[19j'~1

or Oden et al. [19761 (or details) yield a bound

aD the error of the FE:\i o( the (orm
.( ~
prn,

N)
n

<
_ Cn-(p+m-Il/N

I

(3.10)

1- m , m + r}.

(3.11 )

where
p

= min{k+

Once again, we ask whether the estimate (3.10) is sharp, and whether we can find an
algo rithm using FEI whose error is smaller than that of the FEM. The answer is given by
the following result from Werschulz [19831:
THEOREM 3.1.

(i) T be error of tbe FEM is given by

as n -

00,

wbere p is given by (3.1I).
(ii) Tbe radius of FEI is given by

as n -

00 .

•

REMARK 3.1. As in Section 2, the spline algorithm rp~ is a linear algo rithm usiag tbe

finite element information ,Vn which bas minimal error among all algo rithms using FEI.

(S .. Chapter 4 of Traub et al. 119801 for details.) I
Hence, we concl ude (rom Theorem 3.1 that the FEM makes (almost) optimal use of its

> 2m - 1 + A b (
'.
r. 5 e ore, we now ask whetber tbere is aev iD(ormat io
whIch IS better than finite element information Tb
.
D
.
e ans.·or to Ihis que t" . ,
the foUowing result (rom WerscbuJz 11 983/:
S lon IS glven by
ioformatioo iff k

.

THEOREM 3.2. The nth minimal radius of information is given by

r(N) = 8(n-(,.+2m-I)/N)

as n -

00.

I

Once again, finite element information always yields the smC),llest possible error.
As before, we translate the results on minimal-error algorithms into results on complexity. As in the previous section, we let COMP(£) denote the (intrinsic) £-complexity of the
problem; FEM(£) denotes the complexity of using the FEM to find an £-approximation.
We then have the following result from Werschulz [1983]:
THEOREM 3.3.

(i) COMP(£)

= 9(£-N/(,.+2m-I»)

as £ -+ 0.

(ii) FEM(£) = 9(£-N/($I+m-l))as £ -

0, wbere JJ = min{ k

+1-

m, m

+ r}.

I

Viewed in an optimistic light, this result says that the FEM is optimal (to within a
constapt) for all r satisfying r $ k
.

.

+ 1-

2m. The pessimistic interpretation of this result
. . '

is that the FEM is non-optimal whenever r

>k+

1 - 2m. In this latter case, one can

show (as in the previous seeton) that the asymptotic penalty for using the FEM, rather
than the spline algorithm using the same finite element information as the FEM uses, is .
unbounded.
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4 . THE FREDHOL~ PROBLEM OF THE SECOND KIND

In the two previous sections, we dealt with ~oundary-value problems for elliptic differential equations. In this section, we consider an integral equation, namely the Fredholm
problem of the second kind.

There is a vast literature dealing with the numerical so-

lution of these problems. See, e.g., the books Anderssen et al. [1980]' Atkinson [1976J,
Baker [1977J, Delves et al. [1974], Golberg [1979J, and te Riele [1979], as well as the survey
article Ikebe [1972J.
The complexity results in this section are all taken from Werschulz [1984]. Although
we will describe these results in a Hilbert space setting (i.e., error is measured in the

~

norm), the results of Werschulz [1984J are established in an Lp-setting, where p E (1, ooJ.
These results in Werschulz [1984J include, as a special ca..c;e, the results of Emelyanov et
al. [1967J, which appear to be the first results on optimal algorithms for the Fredholm
problem of the second kind.
Let I denote the unit interval [0, IJ and let r be a non-negative integer. Let k: I x I be a function such that

oik is continuous for a ~ i

~ r, where

derivative with the ith variable. Define a linear operator K:

(K v)fx) ;;::

1R.

at- denotes the jth partial

~(I)

-

~(I)

1

k(x, y)v(y) dy ..

by
(4.1 )

Then K is compact. We also assume that 1 is not an eigenvalue of K. Set

L;;:: 1- K.

(4·::n

Then L is an invertible bounded linear operator on Lz (I), i.e .. L has a bounded inverse
on

~(I).

We are interested in solving the Fredholm problem
for

I E H"(I),

find u =

SI E Lz(l)

0/ the

second hnd:

such that
Lu;;::

f.

(4.3)

By the remarks above, S: Hr(1) -

L'2(1) is a well-defined bounded linear transformation.

As always, we only know (for each I), information consisting of the values of a finite
number of linear functionals at

I.

It is often assumed that this information is of the form

(4.4)

where

{S1, ••• , Sn }

is a basis for a finite element subspace Sn of L 2 (1) having dimension n

and degree k. That is, we subdivide the interval I into equal subintervals; then Sn is the
space of functions whose restriction to each of the subintervals is a polynomial of degree

k. Note that the only difference between Sn as defined here and as defined in Section 2
is that interelement continuity was imposed in Section 2, but that no such requirement is
made in this section.
For a right-hand side
An approximation

Un

I,

we seek to approximate the solution Sf of the problem (4.3).

will be chosen by requiring that

Un

E

Sn

(so that once again,

Un

has

the form (2.8)) and that

(1
Since

Un

depends on

I

~

i $ n).

through the information Nn/, we write

(4.5)
Un

= tpn(Nnf). Once

again, the algorithm tpn is called the finite element method (FEM) using the finite dement

information (FEI) N n which is defined by Sn.
Does the FEM make optimal use of finite element information? Is FEI optimal information? In order to answer these questions, we must once again specify how to measure
the error of an algorithm. Let us agree to measure the error of an a:lgorithm 'P usmg
information N by

e(tp, N) = sup

IISI -

tp(Nf) 110 ,

(4.6)

= {f E H r (I) : IIfllr ~ 1 } .

{4.7}

feF

where F is once again the unit ball of Hr (I), i.e.,

F
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That is, we measure error in the norm of L2 (1) = HO (1).
We then have the following results of Werschulz 119841:
THEOREM 4.1.

(i) The error of the FEU is given by
as n -

00,

wbereSl = min{k+ I,r}.

(ii) Tbe radius of FE! is given by
as n -

00.

(iii) The ntb minimal radius of information is given by
as n -

00.

I

Thus we see that the FEM makes (almost) optimal use of its information iff k ;::: r - 1.
However, FE! is alway~ optimal inlormation (at least to within a constant factor). Furthermore, there exists a linear algorithm using FEI, called the

~p{lne

algon·thm, which has

minimal error among all algorithms using FE!. From this, we see that the spline algorithm
using finite element information N n has (almost) minimal error among all algorithms using
information involving n linear functionals.
Of course, the previous discussion has based on the assumption that the inner products

f

E F and for any

II f(x)s, (x) dx.

Often, this is not

required by the FEM are available. That is, we assume that for any
finite element basis function 8., we are able to compute

the case. As in Section 2, it is more common to assume that we can evaluate f(x) for any

f

E F and at any x E I. Of course, we must assume that r

>

1/2 in order for f(x) to be

defined; since r is a non-negative integer, this means that we now must assume that r ;::: 1.

If we now allow the evaluation of f(x) for any f and any x, we can then describe a
finite element method with quadrature for this problem. The details are almost the same

as those in Section 2, except that we now require the points XI,""
be the nodes of a piecewise (k

+

+ 1).

of evaluation to

I)-point Gauss quadrature rule. Thus we once again

have an approximation Ai of the linear functional (',
polynomials of degree 2k

Xn

Si)

(which is now exact for piecewise

As before, we can compute Ad!), ... , An (f) from the

standard in/onn.alion

fin! =

[f(~']]

.

{4.8}

J(xn)
Since we are going to replace integrals by quadratures in the right-hand side, there is
one further place where this replacement can be done. Recall that the approximation
produced by the FEM bas the form (2.8), i.e., a linear combination of the finite element
basis functions. ·The vector

Go:

= /3,

where

Pi. = (I, sd

fi, where fii = AdJ).

Q

of weights is found by solving a linear system of the form

and G ii

= (LSi, sd.

So far, we have decided to replace

f3 by

In practice, the inner products appearing in tbe coefficient matrix G

would also be replaced by quadratures (using the same node~ and we)gbts .as those used

in

approximating the inner products on the right-hand side). This leads to a new bilinear

form

En such that
Bn(t', w)

(4.9)

(Lt', w).

R$

We are now'ready to define a finite element method with quadrature. For a right-hand
side

f,

.

.

an approx)mat)on

-

Un

E

S· chosen such that
n)5

Bn(ii n , S,) = Ai(l)

(4.10)

(1 ~ i ~ n) .

. f
t'
N we write un CPn (l~:rnJ).
.
_ d
d
f through the standard III orma Ion n,
Smce Un epen s on
d.
_.
'd to be the finite dement method with quadrature (FEMQ) define
.
The algOrithm cpn IS sal

=

.
by Sn'
How good is the FEMQ? From Werschulz {1984}, we find
. THEOREM 4.2.

The error of the FEMQ satisfies

e(<Pn, N n} = e(n-I.I)
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as n -

00,

wbereJJ

= min{k+ l,r}.

Thus the

FE~fQ

I

is as good as the FEM. Moreover, when k

~ r -

1, the FE~1Q has

almost minimal error.
Finally, we translate these minimal-error results into results on complexity. As before,
COMP(i) denotes the intrinsic i-complexity of the Fredholm problem, while

FE~f(i)

and

FEMQ(€) denote the complexity of using the FEM and the FEMQ (respectively) to find
an £-apprmdmation. We then have the following result from Werschulz [1984]:
THEOREM 4.3.

Let JJ = min{k+ 1,r}. Tben:

(i) COMP(£) = 9(c 1/ r
(ii) FEM(£)

)

as

l -

o.

= 9(c 1/ 1J ) as £ - o.

(iii) FEMQ(i)

= 9(£-1/1J) as € - o.

I

As in the previous sections, this theorem can be viewed in either an optimistic or a
pessimistic light. The good news is that both the
•

•

FEM and

the

FE'iQ
~'f

t'

I(

,

are op Im.a again,

to wlthlD a constant) whenever r < k + 1 H
.
_ . owever, tQe bad news is that the FEM
d
FEM Q are non-optimal whenever r > k + I Wh
k
' an
h
'
en r > + I, one can once again show
h
t at the asymptotic penalty for using the FEM or FEMQ
.
..
,rat er than the spline algorithm
uSlDg FE! (whIch 13 optimal) is unbounded.

"I'Cp'

~8

5. SUMMARY, OPEN PROBLEMS, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In the previous sections, we discussed how information-based complexity has been applied to the i-approximation of certain differential and integral equations. We found that
if the degree of the spline space is properly chosen, depending on the smoothness of the
right-hand side

I

and the order of the operator L, then the classical FEM is optimal.

Although the implementation of the FEM is not trivial, much work has been done on this
area, and this problem is well-understood. When the FEM was non-optimal, we found that
the fault lay with the fact that the FEM used its information in a non-optimal manner. In
fact, one could always find a method, using the same finite element information that the
FEM used, which was optimal.
What else can we expect from the application of this approach to the solution of differential and integral equations? In this section, we describe a few possible areas of attack.
The list is by no means intended to be exhaustive.
The first thing to note is that for the operator equations Lu ...:.

I

considered iIi this

paper, the norms used to measure both the smoothness of a right-hand side
error in

th~

I

and the

approximation of u were Hilbert Soholev norms. These are by no means the

only norms of interest. For instance, we might need a good pointwise approximation of
u, so that an Loo error estimate is required. Analogously, the smoothness of

I

might be

measured by a non- Hilbert Sobolev norm. Hence, we are interested in determining the
i-complexity of Lu

= I,

where

I

is in the unit ball of one Sobolev space, and the error

is measured in the norm of another Sobolev space. In particular, it is important to know
under what circumstances the FEM is optimal for such problems.
The reader has probably noticed a certain similarity in the results of the previous sections. Of course, Section 2 is merely a special case of Section 3; however, no such easy
relation exists between the partial differential equation in Section 3 and the integral equation in Section 4. Is there a common framework which ties these areas together? If so, is
there a common explanation of the results of Sections 3 and 4? What furth~ results can
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one obtain from this common viewpoint?
Note that all or the results of this paper were expressed using e-notation. Except for
the case of simple model problems, we do Dot know the value of the a-constants. The
important problem of determining these constants (or even of determining explicit bounds
for them) should be investigated. We suspect that this problem will be quite difficult.
The next item of interest is to consider nonlinear problems, such as

-u"(%}

= /(x, u(%), u'(%))

for 0

<%<1

(5.1)

(subject to some boundary conditions). Under what conditions on / can we find an

E-

approximation for positive E? When is the FEM an optimal algorithm? If the FEM is
non-optimal, can we find an easily-implemented algorithm that is optimal?
The results reported in this paper depend highly on the fact that these problems admit
"shift theorems" which relate smoothness in / and smoothness in u. For example, the fact
that shift theorems hold for certain elliptic problems (see Chapter 3 of Babuska et al. [19721
and Chapter 8 of Oden et al. [1976]) was used in es·tablishing the results described in this
paper. There are a number of situations (such as problems with shocks) in which shift
theorems do not hold. What does the information-based approach have to say about such
problems?
Finally, note that all of the results of this paper were given in terms of a worst-case
setting, under the assumption that the information was free of error. One should also
determine the situation for an average-case setting (in which the worst-case error is replaced
by an average-case error), as well as an asymptotic setting (in which we are interested in
optimizing the rate of convergence for a fixed right-hand side). Furthermore, since it is
generally unrealistic to assume that the information is error-free, it will be important to
determine what happens when the information is contaminated by error.
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